
Northolt High School
Scheme of Learning

Year group:
Year 7

Term:
Autumn

Unit duration:
12 weeks

Number of lessons:
24 singles Unit title: Oliver Twist

Assessment outcome:
What type of character is Bill Sikes? An Exploratory Essay

Fertile question? What can a novel written 180 years ago teach me
about humans and the world around us?

Knowledge that should be secure and will be tested throughout this unit. Start
RAG

End
RAG Literacy. Key vocabulary/subject terminology that

students should cover

● Villain
● Victim
● Orphan
● Workhouse
● Brutal (brutality)
● Malicious (malice)
● Outcast
● Society
● Moral (morality)
● Vulnerable (vulnerability)
● Corrupt (corruption)
● Naive (naivety)
● Character
● Analytical

1. Discuss impressions of a character
2. Support ideas with reference to the text
3. Develop ideas using extended explanations
Key skills/concepts/knowledge that students should cover Start

RAG
End
RAG

By the end of the scheme you should be able to:

1. Describe life in Victorian London for both the poor and the wealthy.
2. Summarise common Victorian crimes and their consequences.
3. Describe the form of a novel.
4. Understand that characters are not real people. They are constructed by
the writer.
5. Select key quotations that help you explore how a writer has constructed a
key character.
6. Explain how Dickens has used the character tropes of heroes and villains.
7. Explain the idea of morality and explain how this is presented in a novel.
8. Compose  topic sentences that say something relevant, accurate, and
focus on a single point.
9. Select relevant quotations from the text support topic sentences.
10. Craft a series of analytical paragraphs to create an essay in response to a
question.
Stretch. Key skills/concepts/knowledge that students should cover
1. Make evaluative judgements of characters in relation to their context.
2. Make comparative judgements to comment on how a character changes
as the text progresses.
3. Use precise and well selected textual detail.

Suggested materials teachers: Oliver Twist Classic
Starts and Literary Heritage Booklet
Key home learning tasks students should complete
Weekly teacher-set preparation, review and consolidation
activities to stretch and embed in-class learning.

Seizing opportunity                            Instilling ambition                             Realising potential


